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1 General description  
This document is a description of how GSD-Road Map 1:100 000 is struc-
tured. 

1.1 Contents 
For an overview listing, refer to Road map on Lantmäteriet's website. 

1.2 Geographic coverage 
GSD-Road Map covers the whole of Sweden except for small islands in the 
outer archipelagos. It has the same coverage as the printed Road Map, 
which means that it does not cover the entire area out to the territorial limit. 
The contours have a 10 m vertical interval for the whole of Sweden except 
for the western mountain areas where, for cartographic reasons, the interval 
is 20 m. 

1.3 Coordinate system 
Plane coordinate system: SWEREF 99 TM 
Height system: the Swedish national RH 2000 height system 
For information in which other coordinate systems the product can be deliv-
ered in, see chapter Koordinatsystem in the document Fees and shipping in-
formation for geodata (at present only in Swedish) at Lantmäteriet's website, 
select Maps and geographic information and Terms and Fees. 

1.4 Sami text 
Sami names are shown using the approved orthography for the respective 
language areas, see Appendix 2. There is a list of Sami characters in Appen-
dix 3.  

http://www.lantmateriet.se/
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2 Quality description 
The quality marking is aimed at providing information on the quality of 
stored objects. Based on the method of measurement, the expected posi-
tional accuracy of the detail types has been included in the Property Map. 

2.1 Purpose and utility 
GSD Road Map, vector contains complete and current selection of roads. 
Due to space reasons, some roads are generalized, for a complete selection 
see the National Roads Database (NVDB). Public roads are divided into five 
basic classes. It is clear which of these are national roads and which have re-
duced bearing capacity. Private roads are reported in five classes. 
With its large coverage and high degree of detail, the Road Map is suitable 
to use as a background in, for example, transport planning and tourism. 
The vector format allows you to tailor the map to your own operations. You 
can: 

• add and link your own information to objects in the map 
• integrate the map data in your own system 
• display information as required using the layer division 

2.2 Data capture 

2.2.1 LINEAGE 

The first collection of data started in 1985 and was made with digitizing and 
scanning from older maps. 
Some information in GSD-Road map, vector was collected from the Terrain 
Map (for example boundaries and roads). In connection with this, the infor-
mation was generalized. 

2.3 Maintenance 
The basic data of Lantmäteriet is updated partly periodically internally, and 
more continuously in collaboration with other state authorities, municipali-
ties and organizations. Collection methods used at Lantmäteriet are primar-
ily interpretation in aerial images in stereo or orthophoto. Basic data and To-
pography 10 Download, vector then form the basis for updating the Road 
Map. 
As a complement to the above, some editorial collection is also made at 
Lantmäteriet of selected objects that are not collected via aerial image inter-
pretation or municipal collaboration. Camping sites, guest harbours, youth 
hostels, airports, railway stations and hospitals are collected in this way an-
nually. 
Updating of the Road Map is done through the work method event-driven 
updating. This means that change data from basic data is searched based on 
objects, changes in geometry or attributes and date ranges. 
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The objects that are updated in this way are buildings, facilities, sport facili-
ties, power lines, nature conservation, military areas, railways, roads and 
certain enlightenment text. Error reports that come in to Lantmäteriet are 
also handled event driven. 
The methods have meant that the objects in the GSD Overview Map, vector 
has high timeliness. 

2.3.1 MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY 

Topographic information is updated at varying intervals depending on the 
detail types. Periodic updating takes place internally at Lantmäteriet and 
more continuously in collaboration with other government agencies, munici-
palities and organizations. Collection of data at Lantmäteriet is done by in-
terpretation of aerial stereo photographs and orthophoto. Updating in differ-
ent areas is thus dependent on the image supply program, and collaboration 
agreements with other parties. 
Topographic information is updated at varying intervals depending on the 
object types. Periodic updating takes place internally at Lantmäteriet and 
more continuously in collaboration with other government agencies, munici-
palities and organizations. 
Changes from basic data are captured weekly. 
Read more in the sections on data capture, history and maintenance fre-
quency for each layer, and more detailed information on how Lantmäteriet 
manages geodata production and collaborates with other organizations in 
Chapter 5. 

2.4 Data Quality 

2.4.1 COMPLETENESS 

Completeness is related to the selection of each detail type. Refer to the sec-
tions that describe the layers included in the product description to learn 
more about the selection of each detail type. 
There are some generalization rules for the information in the Road Map. 
Cartographic generalization means that geographical information is simpli-
fied, symbolized and moved from its original location to provide as clear 
and easy-to-read map image as possible. The generalization therefore means 
that the geographical information is not always reported in its real position 
and that deviations in completeness can occur when objects can be general-
ized away for reasons of space. 
The quality parameters for completeness are commission and omission. 
Since there are few measurements made of the completeness of objects in-
cluded on the Road Map at Lantmäteriet, completeness is often referred to 
as very high, high, and low in the product description. The class of com-
pleteness that the different detail types fall into is assessed by personnel in-
volved in the collection and updating of objects. 
For more information about completeness, see chapter 5. 

https://www.lantmateriet.se/sv/Kartor-och-geografisk-information/geodataprodukter/stodsidor/Bildforsorjningsprogram
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2.4.2 LOGICAL CONSISTENCY 

Road and railway networks are constructed as networks with junctions. 
Footpaths and trails do not form a connected network and are not connected 
to the road network. 
Symbols are stored with a feature code and orientation. Text is cartograph-
ically placed without linking to features. 
Administrative boundaries are stored as connected lines. The features in the 
polygon layer for fully covering land data form a continuous area. 
When storing objects in the Lantmäteriet database they are first checked for 
compliance with the established geometric and topological rules and that the 
information is consistent with OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) require-
ments for geometries. Value quantities and detail types are also checked for 
validity before being stored in the database. 
For more information about logical structure, see chapter 5. 
All information is coded by object type and stored in vector format. All pol-
ygons are coded according to their respective limiting lines and according to 
a hierarchical structure. 

2.4.3 THEMATIC ACCURACY 

Thematic accuracy varies. Deviations can originate from previous storage 
environments and systems. Deviations may be due to the assessments made 
by collaboration partners and by the National Land Survey during the aerial 
image interpretation. 
For more information about thematic accuracy, see chapter 5. 

2.4.4 POSITIONAL ACCURACY 

The positional accuracy describes how well a given position – plane coordi-
nates and elevation value – agrees with the real value in the terrain for the 
object which the position accuracy has been determined. 
Geometrical requirements on positional accuracy depend on the objects’ dis-
tinctness within a geographically limited area. Concrete objects have higher 
requirements than objects with diffuse boundaries in aerial image interpreta-
tion. 
The standard error of the Road Map is estimated to be 20 metres. Because of 
cartographic editing or generalizations, there may be local deviations up to 
100 metres. 
Read more about each detail type’s positional accuracy in Chapter 5. 
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3 Contents of the delivery 

3.1 Folder structure 

3.1.1 DOKUMENT 

This folder contains documents that describe the product. 

3.1.2 FONT 

TrueType fonts are included in the files GSDsymbo.ttf and GSDVagk.ttf or 
GSDVk_MI.ttf, depending on the format in which the data is delivered. 
For correct presentation of the Sami text are the files GSDTxt.ttf, 
GSDTxtb.ttf, GSDTxti.ttf GSDTxtn.ttf, GSDTxtni.ttf, GSDTxnb.ttf delivered. 

3.1.3 VAGK 

This folder contains one or more sub-folders containing data, together with 
a closed-polygon grid, rutnat.*. The grid has an attribute, RUTA, which 
contains an index quad. Each sub-folder contains data for the area that you 
have ordered (for example for a municipality or an area defined by coordi-
nates). In addition to files with map data, this folder also contains a file in 
which all the features in each layer are listed. 

3.1.4 ARCGIS (ONLY WITH DELIVERIES IN SHAPE FORMAT) 

Data is supplied in Shape format. A LYR file is included in this folder. 

3.2 Sets of files 

3.2.1 SHAPE FORMAT 

When the data is supplied in shape format there are 5 files per layer. 
Table 1. List of the five files available for the shape format. 

*.shp Geometry file. 

*.dbf Attribute file in Dbase format. 

*.shx Index file. 

*.prj Projection file. 

*.cpg Encoder file. 

The Shape files do not have geometry index. 
The Dbase files do not have attribute index. 
Encoder file is needed for correct display of Swedish and Sami text. 
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Annotation (text) files are also supplied in ArcInfo Coverage format. 
Table 2. Annotation (text). 

* ArcInfo Coverage with set text plotting style (annotation). 

3.2.2 MAPINFO FORMAT 

When the data is supplied in MapInfo format (tab) there are 4 files per layer. 
Table 3. List of four files available for the MapInfo format. 

*.tab Main file/table definitions. 

*.dat Attribute file. 

*.map Geometry file. 

*.id Index file for graphical feature. 

The tab files do not have geometry and attribute indexes. 

3.3 Division into layers 
The data of GSD-Road Map, vector format is divided into 33 layers based 
on type of geometry and the theme to which it belongs. As far as possible, 
file names have been given a logical structure in which the first letter identi-
fies the theme (for example a for administrative information and v for roads) 
and the second letter identifies the type of geometry (l for lines, p/s for 
points/symbols, y for area and t for text). The second part of the name (after 
”_”) is common to all files in a folder. 
Sets of attributes vary between the different layers and are described in de-
tail in Section 5.  
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4 Layout and plotting of data 

4.1 Extent of coverage 
All layers, except for the MY layer, have been cut as 100x100 km quads in 
accordance with the national index system. The MY layer has been cut into 
10x10 km quads. Those layers that form sub-sets of the contents of the MY 
layer (MS, MB, MO, MV and MZ) have also been cut into 10x10 km index 
quads. The cutting has been done to speed up plotting. 

4.2 On-screen presentation 

4.2.1 GENERAL INFORMATION 

The plotting style chosen for this product is intended for plotting at a scale 
of 1:100 000. The plotting style of the vector product has been done on a 
scale of 1:50 000. This scale should be a suitable reference scale on screen. 
The database is delivered with plotting style that are adapted so that they 
look similar to the Topographical Sitemap. 
Suggested plotting order of layers is presented in Appendix 1. The best re-
sult when printing will be received if both the MY and ML layers are being 
used. 

AREAS 

All land areas are included in the MY layer and other land layers only con-
tain sub-sets of the MY contents. 

SYMBOLS 

The TrueType fonts in the GSDVagk.ttf or GSDVk_MI.ttf file must be in-
stalled to ensure correct presentation of symbols. The attribute SRIKT has 
been used when setting the plotting style for symbols to give them the cor-
rect orientation. 

TEXT 

When setting text, the attribute KKOD has steered font and colour. The at-
tribute THOJD has steered the size of the text. Other attributes that have 
been used are TJUST (anchor point) and TRIKT (orientation). Text strings 
are not plotted with spaced characters; instead, spacing is given in the attrib-
ute TSPARR, where the size of the delivered strings relative to the original 
strings is given as a percentage figure. 
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4.2.2 THE SHAPE FORMAT 

The standard GSD-Road Map plotting style is used for all layers. For use of 
the data in ArcMap there are plotting style settings in the LYR file in the 
arcgis folder. 
In LYR files it is possible to steer whether features should be re-scaled 
when the scale in the program is changed. This has been done in the LYR 
file that comes with deliveries. In addition, the LYR file contains settings 
that steer which details will be shown at different scales (see Appendix 1). 
Text is supplied both as lines and points with the text as an attribute, and as 
text with a set plotting style in the ArcInfo Coverage format. 

4.2.3 THE MAPINFO FORMAT 

This product is delivered with the standard GSD-Road Map plotting style. 
This means that, on delivery, all features in all the layers contain values for 
the parameters that steer colour, size and shape when they are plotted. 
The text is supplied as lines and points with text as attribute. MapInfo 4, or 
later versions, must be used if symbols are to be rotated when they are plot-
ted. 

4.3 Installing fonts 
The fonts supplied with this delivery must be installed, irrespective of the 
software that you use, to ensure correct presentation, symbols and text. This 
is done via Control Panel-Fonts.  
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5 Description of layers and list of codes  
This section is a description, layer by layer, of the details that are included 
in them and with which attributes the details are defined. 
The description of the layers is as follows: 

• The column Layer name (Sw = Skiktnamn) contains the layer name/file 
name that is given to files when they are delivered. XXXXX = the sheet 
code/area name. 

• The column Category code (Sw = Kategorikod) contains the feature’s 
numerical code. 

• The column Description (Sw = Beskrivning) contains a clarification of 
the Category code in clear text. 

Attributes are described as follows: 

• The No. column (Sw = Nr) contains the running numbers for the layer’s 
attributes. 

• The Attribute column (Sw = Attribut) contains the name of the attribute. 
• The Type column (Sw = Typ) contains the data that is used - integer/dec-

imal/character. 
• The Length column (Sw = Längd) contains the number of characters al-

located to this field. 
• The Description column (Sw = Beskrivning) contains a short description 

of the attribute. 
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5.1 Administrative units 
In this product, the administrative division is provided into two different 
layers. 
Table 4. Layers for administrative division. 

Administrative division Layer name 

Line layer with administrative boundaries AL 

Point layer with administrative information symbols AS 

5.1.1 DATA CAPTURE 

LINAGE 

Changes of the administrative units take place following a government deci-
sion. 
Limits of cultivation was demarcated in the 1870s and 1880s, in the north of 
Sweden, in a process where private land was separated from the state. 

5.1.2 MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY 

Administrative units are updated continuously in collaboration with authori-
ties and municipalities. 
Limits of cultivation is not updated. 

5.1.3 DATA QUALITY 

COMPLETENESS 

The administrative units are reported in full, except for smaller enclaves. 
Registration block boundary is reported only in the mountain area from 
Strömsund municipality and north. 
Limits of cultivation is reported only in the county of Norrbotten and Väs-
terbotten. 

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY 

Logical consistency is checked when updated and corrected. Boundary lines 
are hierarchically coded from national boundaries to municipality bounda-
ries, so that no boundaries overlap. 
The order is as follows: 
1. National boundary 
2. Territorial boundary 
3. County boundary 
4. Municipality boundary 

THEMATIC ACCURACY 

The thematic accuracy is very high. 
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POSITIONAL ACCURACY 

In the case of overlapping boundaries, the boundary that is highest in the hi-
erarchy is drawn. 

5.1.4 AL LINE LAYER WITH ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARIES 

Contains administrative boundaries with line geometry. 
NOTE! The boundaries do not imply any legal rights. 
Table 5. Contents in AL line layer with administrative boundaries. 

Layer name Category code Description 

AL_xxxx 21 National boundary 

AL_xxxx 22 Territorial limits 

AL_xxxx 23 County boundary 

AL_xxxx 24 Municipal boundary 

AL_xxxx 33 Registration block boundary 

AL_xxxx 480 Limits of cultivation, coinciding with other 
boundary 

AL_xxxx 481 Limits of cultivation 

Table 6. Set of attributes for AL line layer with administrative boundaries. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.1.5 AS POINT LAYER WITH ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYMBOLS 

Contains administrative symbols with point geometry. 
Table 7. Contents in AS point layer with administrative information symbols. 

Layer name Category code Description 

AS_xxxx 65 National boundary cairn 
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Table 8. Set of attributes in AS point layer with administrative information symbols. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

3 SRIKT Decimal 6,2 Decimal 6,0 Orientation 
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5.2 Built-up areas 
Built-up areas are provided in three different layers with information about 
buildings and facilities. 
The extent of land around facilities describes mainly industrial activities or 
activities related to sports, recreation or culture. 
Table 9. Layer for built-up areas. 

Built-up areas Layer name 

Line layer with built-up areas BL 

Point layer with built-up area symbols BS 

Polygon layer with built-up areas BY 

5.2.1 DATA CAPTURE 

LINAGE 

For original data capture, see chapter 2.2.1. 
Collection and updating takes place partly through Lantmäteriet’s aerial im-
age interpretation and partly through collaboration with the Swedish munici-
palities. Previously, field checks were performed in case of uncertainty, but 
this is not done nowadays. 

BUILDING, LINES 

Facility areas is reported as line objects, where the line is laid along the edge 
of the area. 
Reindeer fence and reindeer corral is reported mainly in the mountain areas. 

BUILDINGS, SYMBOLS 

Buildings are reported as point symbols without linked attributes. These 
symbols are not scalable. 

BUILDING, POLYGONS 

Only larger houses are represented by an area. 
Runways are represented by an area and are updated through editorial col-
lection. 

5.2.2 MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY 

Update intervals follow the image supply program. 
Runway is updated through editorial collection. 
Facility areas, cableway, guest harbour, mast, house, wind power station, 
tower, sports ground, sports ground, trotting track, windbreak, bathing, bath-
ing warm water and golf course is updated through the work method event-
driven updating. 

https://www.lantmateriet.se/sv/Kartor-och-geografisk-information/geodataprodukter/stodsidor/Bildforsorjningsprogram/Planer-och-utfall
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5.2.3 DATA QUALITY 

COMPLETENESS 

The completeness varies due to cartography generalization. 
The completeness for runways is high. 
Within the land type built-up area, only larger buildings are reported. 
A house symbol often represents several residential buildings, but outbuild-
ings longer than 50 m are reported individually. 
Emergency telephone is only reported in the mountain areas. 

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY 

The objects are independent. 

THEMATIC ACCURACY 

In aerial image interpretation, measurement, classification and thematic in-
terpretation take place in aerial images, which gives a certain degree of un-
certainty because the possibility of distinguishing details in the image var-
ies. 
Previously collected facilities are judged to have a high thematic accuracy, 
as they were checked in the field if necessary. Objects collected through col-
laboration have a high thematic accuracy. 

POSITIONAL ACCURACY 

Due to cartographic generalization, major position errors occur. 

5.2.4 BY POLYGON LAYER WITH BUILT-UP AREAS 

Contains built-up areas and facilities. 
Table 10. Contents in BY polygon layer with built-up areas. 

Layer name Category code Description 

BY_xxxx 690 Built-up area, large buildings 

Table 11. Set of attributes in BY polygon layer with built-up areas. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 
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5.2.5 BL LINE LAYER WITH BUILT-UP AREAS 

Contains line geometry for built-up areas and facilities. 
Table 12. Contents in BL line layer with built-up areas. 

Layer name Category code Description 

BL_xxxx 75 Facilities and works, pecked line 

BL_xxxx 76 Facilities and works, full line 

BL_xxxx 284 Cableway 

BL_xxxx 329 Viaduct 

BL_xxxx 337 Dam structure, larger, edge lines 

BL_xxxx 391 Reindeer fence 

BL_xxxx 695 Ruin, centre line 

BL_xxxx 9920 Reindeer corral 

Table 13. Set of attributes for BL line layer with built-up areas. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 
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5.2.6 BS POINT LAYER WITH BUILT-UP AREA SYMBOLS 

Contain point symbols for buildings and facilities. 
Table 14. Contents in BS point layer with built-up area symbols. 

Layer name Category code Description 

BS_xxxx 362 Guest harbour 

BS_xxxx 365 Lighthouse 

BS_xxxx 369 Lock gate 

BS_xxxx 373 Mast 

BS_xxxx 376 Emergency telephone 

BS_xxxx 526 Dam structure 

BS_xxxx 732 Country house 

BS_xxxx 733 House, size classification = 3 

BS_xxxx 735 House, size classification = 1 

BS_xxxx 736 House, size classification = 2 

BS_xxxx 737 Palace 

BS_xxxx 741 Church 

BS_xxxx 747 Church, smaller 

BS_xxxx 749 Point, unspecified 

BS_xxxx 753 Windmill 

BS_xxxx 756 Wind power turbine/farm 

BS_xxxx 757 Chimney 

BS_xxxx 759 Tower 

BS_xxxx 762 Cemetery 

BS_xxxx 763 Sports ground 

BS_xxxx 767 Shooting range 

BS_xxxx 769 Trotting track 
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Layer name Category code Description 

BS_xxxx 770 Hut 

BS_xxxx 775 Windbreak 

BS_xxxx 777 Bathing 

BS_xxxx 778 Camping site 

BS_xxxx 779 Bathing, warm water 

BS_xxxx 794 Outlook 

BS_xxxx 795 Golf course 

BS_xxxx 797 Youth hostel 

BS_xxxx 798 Hospital 

Table 15. Set of attributes for BS point layer with built-up area symbols. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

3 SRIKT Decimal 6,2 Decimal 6,2 Orientation 
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5.3 Roads and railways 
Included in this theme are transport network objects such as classified roads, 
railways and airports, with adjacent detail types. 
The main responsibility for the road and rail networks is held by the Swe-
dish Transport Administration. Lantmäteriet supplements this with other 
road networks and paths. For vehicle navigation, refer to Swedish Transport 
Administration’s products. 
Table 16. Layers for roads and railways. 

Roads and railways Layer name 

Line layer with roads VL 

Line layer with other roads VO 

Point layer with road symbols VS 

Line layer with railways JL 

Point layer with railway symbols JS 

5.3.1 DATA CAPTURE 

LINAGE 

For original data capture, see chapter 2.2.1 
Roads, other roads, paths and trails 
Lantmäteriet updates private roads outside municipal areas of responsibility 
in NVDB through aerial image interpretation. Public roads are updated 
mainly through collaboration with the Swedish Transport Administration 
and the National Road database NVDB. The NVDB contains municipal, 
state, private and forestry roads and ferry routes. 
Tunnel openings for roads are collected with the help of information from 
the Swedish Transport Administration. Private roads are updated through 
aerial image interpretation and NVDB. Objects included in the layer Other 
roads are updated using aerial image interpretation, but also in collaboration 
with the municipalities, which are able to deliver footpaths, illuminated 
tracks and hiking trails through the ABT agreement. 
Road symbols 
Illuminated tracks are collected through collaboration with the municipali-
ties. Illuminated tracks are only reported with a symbol in the Road Map. 
Lay-by and tunnel openings for roads are collected with the help of infor-
mation from the Swedish Transport Administration. 

https://www.nvdb.se/en
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Airports are collected through information from AIP, the Swedish Civil 
Aviation Administration's publication and KSAK, the Royal Swedish Aero 
Club. 
Turning places are updated using aerial image interpretation. 
Railways and railway symbols 
Most of the railways are collected using orthophotographs and previous 
field work from Lantmäteriet. Aerial image interpretation updates railways 
if there have been any changes such as new railways, removed railways or 
changes to the track route. Other railways may be delivered to Lantmäteriet 
by municipalities via the collaboration agreement. 

5.3.2 MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY 

Roads, road symbols and railways are updated through the work method 
event-driven updating. 
In addition to aerial image interpretation and collaboration via NVDB, the 
road and railway network is updated with the help of error reporting that 
takes place continuously. 
Changes to hiking trails and illuminated tracks are received annually from 
the municipalities. However, some municipalities do not deliver any 
changes. 
Airports and railway stations are updated annually through editorial collec-
tion. 

5.3.3 DATA QUALITY 

COMPLETENESS 

Roads, other roads, paths and trails 
The completeness of road information can vary due to cartographic general-
ization, this is common in built-up areas. Roads shorter than 200 m are gen-
erally not reported. 
The completeness of road information is generally high since the 
Lantmäteriet works in collaboration with the Swedish Transport Admin-
istration. The objects that are included in the layers of roads are well visible 
in orthophoto during the aerial image interpretation and are therefore easy to 
update. 
Footpaths and footbridges in the layer of other roads have low completeness 
because they are difficult to see in the aerial photos. 
Footpaths also include tractor roads. 
Only major hiking trails such as landscape trails and trails within the moun-
tain area are reported and have high completeness. 
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Ferry routes with road ferries in regular traffic within the country are re-
ported if they are operated by the Swedish Transport Administration Fär-
jerederiet. Other ferry routes are reported if they connect to the state road 
network or if they have year-round traffic with a set timetable. 
Road symbols 
Cartographic generalization takes place of the road symbols, so the com-
pleteness can vary. 
Completeness is low for lay-bys because they are not updated. 
Completeness for the airports is high. 
Illuminated tracks have low completeness, as delivery according to the col-
laboration agreement is not mandatory. 
Railroads 
The completeness of railways is generally high but varies due to carto-
graphic. 
At station areas, the number of tracks is generalized, not all railway tracks 
are included, but only main tracks and outer tracks. The main tracks are re-
ported everywhere except in industrial areas. 
Where regular traffic has ceased, the railway will be included if the track re-
mains. 
The completeness of railway stations is high. Reported in full in agreement 
with Samtrafiken i Sverige AB. 
Railroad symbols 
The completeness of tunnel openings is high, but some cartographic gener-
alization occurs. 
The completeness of stations is high. Only stations above ground are re-
ported. 

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY 

Roads, other roads, paths and trails 
In the Road Map, checks are run when updating the objects that are included 
in the layer of roads (VL). The checks carried out are that roads form net-
works (geometric line networks) and are divided into connection points. 
Lines in a geometric line network are coherent and are divided into connec-
tion points (see figure 2 below). 
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Figure 2. A geometric line network where the roads are divided in the connection points. 

 
For the layer VO Line layer with other roads, checks are made that they are 
cut in the connection points, but there are no requirements or checks that 
they are network-adapted. 
Road symbols 
Logical consistency is not checked for road symbols. 
Railroads 
For railways, logical consistency is not controlled, but they are for the most 
part coherent. 
Railroad symbols 
Logical consistency is not checked for railroad symbols. 

THEMATIC ACCURACY 

Roads, other roads, path, trails and road symbols 
Cartographic generalization of roads is done. This is most common in built-
up areas but can also occur in other cases where it becomes too crowded to 
report the correct road class. A road can never be generalized up to a better 
road class. 
In the Road map, roads are checked for having the correct classification in 
relation to each other. Isolated road sections should not have better/higher 
road quality than surrounding roads. 
The public roads that come from NVDB generally have good thematic accu-
racy. The lower classifications (e.g. poor road, road, precinct road) are more 
difficult to distinguish. 
Hiking trails and illuminated tracks mainly come from collaboration with 
municipalities. Lantmäteriet makes no checks on their classification. 
The information about airports comes from AIP, the Swedish Civil Aviation 
Administration's publication and KSAK, the Royal Swedish Aero Club. 
Lantmäteriet makes no checks on their classification. 
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Railroads and railroad symbols 
The thematic accuracy of railways is good since most of them were entered 
during the construction of Lantmäteriet’s basic data and have been checked 
through field work. 

POSITIONAL ACCURACY 

The position accuracy of the objects varies due to cartographic generaliza-
tion. This takes place mainly at roundabouts and on and off roads where de-
viations up to 200 meters can occur. 
Illuminated tracks and airports are reported with symbols, the full distribu-
tion is not reported. 

5.3.4 VL LINE LAYER WITH ROADS 

Contains lines for roads. 
Table 17. Contents in VL line layer with roads. 

Layer name Category code Description 

VL_xxxx 5011 Motorway (national road) 

VL_xxxx 5012 Main arterial road (national road) 

VL_xxxx 5014 Public road under construction, (not national 
road) 

VL_xxxx 5016 Motorway (national road) 

VL_xxxx 5017 Main arterial road (not national road) 

VL_xxxx 5018 Public road under construction (national road) 

VL_xxxx 5021 Public road > 7 m (national road) 

VL_xxxx 5022 Public road > 7 m (not national road) 

VL_xxxx 5024 Public road 5-7 m (national road) 

VL_xxxx 5025 Public road 5-7 m, (not national road) 

VL_xxxx 5028 Public road < 5 m, (national road) 

VL_xxxx 5029 Public road < 5 m (not national road) 

VL_xxxx 5033 Entry and exit road 

VL_xxxx 5036 Entry and exit road (national road) 

VL_xxxx 5040 Street 
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Layer name Category code Description 

VL_xxxx 5045 Street, major, centre line 

VL_xxxx 5061 Better class road 

VL_xxxx 5071 Road 

VL_xxxx 5082 Poorer class road 

VL_xxxx 5091 Approach road 

VL_xxxx 5811 Motorway (national road) in underpass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5812 Main arterial road (national road) in under-
pass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5816 Motorway (not national road) in under-
pass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5817 Main arterial road (not national road) in un-
derpass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5821 Public road > 7 m (national road) in under-
pass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5822 Public road > 7 m (not national road) in under-
pass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5824 Public road 5-7 m, (national road) in under-
pass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5825 Public road 5-7 m (not national road) in un-
derpass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5828 Public road < 5 m, (national road) in under-
pass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5829 Public road < 5 m, (not national road) in un-
derpass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5833 Entry and exit road (not national road) in un-
derpass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5836 Entry and exit road (national road) in under-
pass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5840 Street in underpass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5845 Street, major, centre line, in underpass/tunnel 
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Layer name Category code Description 

VL_xxxx 5861 Better class road in underpass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5871 Road, in underpass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5882 Poorer class road in underpass/tunnel 

VL_xxxx 5891 Approach road in underpass/tunnel 

Table 18. Set of attributes in VL line layer with roads. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

3 VAGNR1 Text 8 Text 8 Road number 

4 VAGNR2 Text 8 Text 8 Road number 

5 VAGNR3 Text 8 Text 8 Road number 

6 VAGNR4 Text 8 Text 8 Road number 

7 BKLASS Decimal 2.0 Integer 2 Load capacity (1,2 or 3 accord-
ing to Nat Road Admin, 0 = un-
classified) 

5.3.5 VO LINE LAYER WITH OTHER ROADS 

Contains lines for other roads. 
Table 19. Contents in VO line layer with other roads. 

Layer name Category code Description 

VO_xxxx 264 Footpath 

VO_xxxx 265 Hiking trail 

VO_xxxx 268 Hiking trail along road 

VO_xxxx 289 Other trail 

VO_xxxx 332 Footbridge 

VO_xxxx 336 Ferry route 
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Table 20. Set of attributes for VO line layer with other roads. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.3.6 VS POINT LAYER WITH ROAD SYMBOLS 

Contain road symbology. 
Table 21. Contents in VS point layer with road symbols. 

Layer name Category code Description 

VS_xxxx 343 Road tunnel 

VS_xxxx 346 Turning place 

VS_xxxx 776 Lay-by 

VS_xxxx 791 Airport, civil aviation 

VS_xxxx 792 Military aerodrome 

VS_xxxx 793 Other aerodrome 

VS_xxxx 796 Illuminated track 

Table 22. Set of attributes in VS point layer with road symbols. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

3 SRIKT Decimal 6,2 Decimal 6,2 Orientation 
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5.3.7 JL LINE LAYER WITH RAILWAYS 

Contains railways. 
Table 23. Contents in JL line layer with railways. 

Layer name Category code Description 

JL_xxxx 270 Railway under construction 

JL_xxxx 271 Standard gauge, single track, not electrified 

JL_xxxx 272 Standard gauge, single track, electrified 

JL_xxxx 273 Standard gauge, double track, electrified 

JL_xxxx 274 Narrow gauge, single track not electrified 

JL_xxxx 275 Narrow gauge, single track, electrified 

JL_xxxx 276 Narrow gauge, double track, electrified 

JL_xxxx 279 Industrial siding 

JL_xxxx 291 Standard gauge, single track, not electrified, in 
underpass/tunnel 

JL_xxxx 292 Standard gauge, single track, electrified, in un-
derpass/tunnel 

JL_xxxx 293 Standard gauge, double track, electrified, in 
underpass/tunnel 

JL_xxxx 294 Narrow gauge, single track, not electrified, in 
underpass/tunnel 

JL_xxxx 295 Narrow gauge, single track, electrified, in un-
derpass/tunnel 

JL_xxxx 296 Narrow gauge, double track, electrified, in un-
derpass/tunnel 

JL_xxxx 299 Industrial siding/historic railway, in under-
pass/tunnel 
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Table 24. Set of attributes in JL line layer with railways. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.3.8 JS POINT LAYER WITH RAILWAY SYMBOLS 

Contains railway symbology. 
Table 25. Contents in JS point layer with railway symbols. 

Layer name Category code Description 

JS_xxxx 351 Station 

JS_xxxx 355 Railway tunnel entry 

Table 26. Set of attributes in JS point layer with railway symbols. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

3 SRIKT Decimal 6,2 Decimal 6,2 Orientation 
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5.4 Land data 
Land data in this product is provided in the form of lines and polygons in 
the following layers: 
Table 27. Layers for land data. 

Land data Layer name 

Polygon layer with land types, fully covering MY 

Polygon layer with water MV 

Polygon layer with built-up areas MB 

Polygon layer with other land types MO 

Polygon layer with marshland MS 

Polygon layer with bare limestone areas MZ 

Line layer with limiting lines for land use ML 

Large watercourses are presented as water and are included in the layers 
Polygon layer with land types, fully covering (MY) and Polygon layer with 
water (MV). 

5.4.1 DATA CAPTURE 

LINAGE 

For original data capture, see chapter 2.2.1. 
The creation of land data in the Road Map is based on previous versions of 
the Terrain Map, which were based on orthophotos. 
Water 
During 1995-2004, coast lines has been collected using aerial image inter-
pretation. 
Built-up area 
Since 2004, data on built-up areas has been collected using aerial image in-
terpretation and screen digitization. 
Forest and open land 
Forest and mountain birch forest were mapped with the support of IR colour 
images. 
Glaciers have been measured through stereo mapping and with data from 
the Department of Physical Geography at Stockholm University. 
Cultivated land is reported as open area in the Road Map. 
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Marshland 
Marshland has been digitized through data from the earlier Economic map, 
and to some extent adapted to new material from aerial image interpretation. 
Bare limestone area 
Bare limestone area is available as a separate layer for the island Öland. 

5.4.2 MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY 

All changes to built-up areas are continuously updated. Otherwise, almost 
no areas are updated. An example of when land areas can be updated is in 
the case of new construction of quarries, then the current land area changes 
from e.g. forest to open area. 

5.4.3 DATA QUALITY 

COMPLETENESS 

At present, there is almost no updating of the land data. Exceptions are 
built-up areas and land areas in connection with new facilities. 
Marshland is reported in three classes in northern Sweden (liable to flood-
ing, normal open and normal forest covered). In the middle and south of 
Sweden only one class is reported (normal or liable to flooding), see figure 
3 below. 
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Figure 3. Report of marshland classes. 

 
Bare limestone area is only reported on the island Öland. 

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY 

For performance reasons, the ground layers are always divided at the edge 
of the index squares. 
The topology is checked after each change of the areas and the boundary 
lines for these are updated. 
The four sublayers; water, buildings, other land and wetlands must not over-
lap and do not contain holes between them. 
The layer for bare limestone area is not a comprehensive surface. It is lo-
cated on top of the polygon layer for fully covering land data. 
Surface boundary lines must enclose the entire surface of the land data. The 
lines are created via a custom function and are never edited manually. 
Boundary lines are coherent, i.e. they form a geometric network structure. 
The lines are assigned combination codes based on the adjacent land areas. 
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The boundary line is shared between two adjacent polygons (simple geome-
try). Lines are divided in all connection points, see figure 4 below. The lines 
can also be divided between the connection points. 
Figure 4. Description of common boundary line and division in the connection points. 

 

THEMATIC ACCURACY 

Large area, such as forest, open water, ploughed fields and built-up areas. 
are usually easy to map and have a high thematic accuracy. 
In the following cases the thematic accuracy is lower because it is more dif-
ficult to assess: 

• Land types that are difficult to distinguish from each other, such as 
marshland and water polygons covered with vegetation, or cultivated 
land and open land. 

• Gradual transitions can make different land types difficult to delimit, 
such as a gradually thinning coverage of trees. 

POSITIONAL ACCURACY 

The position accuracy for land data is usually between 15-20 meters. Where 
objects have been generalized or moved for cartographic reasons, position 
accuracy is lower. 
Lack of clarity in the definitions of where the boundary lies between the two 
land polygons can make positional accuracy difficult to assess.  
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5.4.4 MY POLYGON LAYER WITH LAND TYPES, FULLY COVERING 

Contains polygons with land types. This layer is fully covering. If you want 
all land types to be shown, it is enough to activate this layer. If you want to 
divide the polygons into different types you can use the layers MV, MB, 
MO and MS. 
Table 28. Contents in MY polygon layer with land types, fully covering. 

Layer name Category code Description 

MY_xxxx 1 Water 

MY_xxxx 2 Built-up area 

MY_xxxx 3 Forest 

MY_xxxx 4 Marshland, liable to flooding 

MY_xxxx 5 Marshland, normal, open 

MY_xxxx 6 Marshland, normal, forest covered 

MY_xxxx 7 Open area 

MY_xxxx 8 Bare mountain above tree line 

MY_xxxx 10 Mountain birch 

MY_xxxx 11 Glacier 

MY_xxxx 13 Marshland, normal or liable to flooding 

Table 29. Set of attributes in MY polygon layer with land types, fully covering. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.4.5 MV POLYGON LAYER WITH WATER 

Contains polygons for water. This is a subset of the MY layer. 
Table 30. Contents in MV polygon layer with water. 

Layer name Category code Description 

MV_xxxx 1 Water body 
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Table 31. Set of attributes in MV polygon layer with water. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.4.6 MB POLYGON LAYER WITH BUILT-UP AREAS 

Contains polygons for built-up areas. This is a subset of the MY layer. 
Table 32. Contents in MB polygon layer with built-up areas. 

Layer name Category code Description 

MB_xxxx 2 Built-up area 

Table 33. Set of attributes in MB polygon layer with built-up areas. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.4.7 MO POLYGON LAYER WITH OTHER LAND TYPES 

Contains polygons for forest, open land, bare mountain above tree line, 
mountain birch and glacier. This is a subset of the MY layer. 
Table 34. Contents in MO polygon layer with other land types. 

Layer name Category code Description 

MO_xxxx 3 Forest 

MO_xxxx 7 Open land 

MO_xxxx 8 Bare mountain above tree line 

MO_xxxx 10 Mountain birch 

MO_xxxx 11 Glacier 
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Table 35. Set of attributes in MO polygon layer with other land types. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.4.8 MS POLYGON LAYER WITH MARSHLAND 

Contains polygons with marshland. This is a subset of the MY layer. 
Table 36. Contents in MS polygon layer with marshland. 

Layer name Category code Description 

MS_xxxx 4 Marshland, liable to flooding 

MS_xxxx 5 Marshland, normal, open 

MS_xxxx 6 Marshland, normal, forest covered 

MS_xxxx 13 Marshland, normal or liable to flooding 

Table 37. Set of attributes in MS polygon layer with marshlands. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.4.9 MZ POLYGON LAYER WITH BARE LIMESTONE AREAS 

Contains polygons with bare limestone areas (alvar). This layer is not a sub-
set of MY. Thus, it does not need to be active to obtain a fully covering land 
layer. Bare limestone areas are to be found only on the island Öland. 
Table 38. Contents in MZ polygon layer with bare limestone areas. 

Layer name Category code Description 

MZ_xxxx 12 Bare limestone area (alvar) 
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Table 39. Set of attributes in MZ polygon layer with bare limestone areas. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.4.10 ML LINE LAYER WITH LIMITING LINES FOR LAND USE 

Contains limiting lines for land use polygons. 
Table 40. Contents in ML line layer with limiting lines for land use. 

Layer name Category code Description 

ML_xxxx 1 Limits of base - water 

ML_xxxx 2 Limits of base - built-up area 

ML_xxxx 3 Limits of base - forest 

ML_xxxx 4 Limits of base - marshland, liable to flooding 

ML_xxxx 5 Limits of base - marshland, normal, open 

ML_xxxx 6 Limits of base - marshland, normal, forested 

ML_xxxx 7 Limits of base - open area 

ML_xxxx 8 Limits of base - bare mountain above tree line 

ML_xxxx 10 Limits of base - Mountain birch 

ML_xxxx 11 Limits of base - glacier 

ML_xxxx 13 Limits of base - marshland, normal or liable to 
flooding 

ML_xxxx 102 Water - built-up area 

ML_xxxx 103 Water - forest 

ML_xxxx 104 Water - marshland, liable to flooding 

ML_xxxx 105 Water - marshland, normal, open 

ML_xxxx 106 Water - marshland, normal, forested 

ML_xxxx 107 Water - open area 
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Layer name Category code Description 

ML_xxxx 108 Water - bare mountain above tree line 

ML_xxxx 110 Water - mountain birch 

ML_xxxx 111 Water - glacier 

ML_xxxx 113 Water - marshland, normal or liable to flood-
ing 

ML_xxxx 203 Built-up area - forest 

ML_xxxx 204 Built-up area - Marshland, liable to flooding 

ML_xxxx 205 Built-up area - marshland, normal, open 

ML_xxxx 206 Built-up area - marshland, normal, forested 

ML_xxxx 207 Built-up area - open area 

ML_xxxx 208 Built-up area - bare mountain above tree line 

ML_xxxx 210 Built-up area - mountain birch 

ML_xxxx 213 Built-up area - marshland, normal or liable to 
flooding access 

ML_xxxx 304 Forest - marshland, liable to flooding 

ML_xxxx 305 Forest - marshland, normal, open 

ML_xxxx 306 Forest - marshland, normal, forested 

ML_xxxx 307 Forest - open area 

ML_xxxx 308 Forest - bare mountain above tree line 

ML_xxxx 310 Forest - mountain birch 

ML_xxxx 313 Forest - marshland, normal or liable to flood-
ing 

ML_xxxx 405 Marshland, liable to flooding- marshland, nor-
mal, open 

ML_xxxx 406 Marshland, liable to flooding - marshland, 
normal, forested 

ML_xxxx 407 Marshland, liable to flooding- open area 
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Layer name Category code Description 

ML_xxxx 408 Marshland, liable to flooding- bare mountain 
above tree line 

ML_xxxx 410 Marshland, liable to flooding- mountain birch 

ML_xxxx 411 Marshland, liable to flooding- glacier 

ML_xxxx 413 Marshland, normal, open - marshland, normal, 
forested 

ML_xxxx 506 Marshland, normal, open - open area 

ML_xxxx 507 Marshland, liable to flooding- open area 

ML_xxxx 508 Marshland, normal, open - bare mountain 
above tree line 

ML_xxxx 510 Marshland, normal, open - mountain birch 

ML_xxxx 511 Marshland, normal, open - glacier 

ML_xxxx 513 Marshland, normal, forested - open land 

ML_xxxx 607 Marshland, normal, forested - bare mountain 
above tree line 

ML_xxxx 608 Marshland, normal, forested - mountain birch 

ML_xxxx 610 Marshland, normal, open - bare mountain 
above tree line 

ML_xxxx 613 Marshland, normal, open - mountain birch 

ML_xxxx 708 Open area - bare mountain above tree line 

ML_xxxx 710 Open area - mountain birch 

ML_xxxx 713 Open area - marshland, normal or liable to 
flooding 

ML_xxxx 810 Bare mountain above tree line - mountain 
birch 

ML_xxxx 811 Bare mountain above tree line - glacier 

ML_xxxx 813 Bare mountain above tree line - marshland, 
normal or liable to flooding 
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Layer name Category code Description 

ML_xxxx 1011 Mountain birch - glacier 

ML_xxxx 1013 Mountain birch - marshland, normal or liable 
to flooding 

ML_xxxx 1113 Glacier - marshland, normal or liable to flood-
ing 

Table 41. Set of attributes in ML line layer with limiting lines for land use. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 
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5.5 Hydrography 
This product provides one layer with information about hydrography. Wa-
tercourses wider than 10 m are reported as water surface and are included in 
the land data layer. 
Table 42. Layer for hydrography. 

Hydrography Layer name 

Line layer with hydrography HL 

5.5.1 DATA CAPTURE 

LINAGE 

For original data capture, see chapter 2.2.1. 
Watercourses below ground level are based on previous field work and from 
previous version of the Topography 10 Download, vector. 

5.5.2 MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY 

Some changes can be made in connection with changes to other objects, for 
example when larger buildings are added, otherwise no update is made. 

5.5.3 DATA QUALITY 

COMPLETENESS 

A selection of watercourses is reported. 
Watercourses below ground level have low completeness due to changes 
that are difficult to detect during aerial image interpretation. 

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY 

The watercourses are not coherent and therefore do not form a network. 

THEMATIC ACCURACY 

The thematic accuracy is high. 

POSITIONAL ACCURACY 

The position accuracy of the hydrography objects in the Road Map was 
higher in the beginning but has deteriorated as no continuous updating takes 
place.  
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5.5.4 HL LINE LAYER WITH HYDROGRAPHY 

Contains lines for hydrography. 
Table 43. Contents in HL line layer with hydrography. 

Layer name Category code Description 

HL_xxxx 441 Watercourse, size classification = 1 

HL_xxxx 455 Watercourse, size classification = 2 

HL_xxxx 456 Watercourse, size classification = 3 

HL_xxxx 458 Water course, below ground surface 

Table 44. Set of attributes in HL line layer with hydrography. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 
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5.6 Land contours 
This theme of the Road Map provides elevation information in three layers. 
Table 45. Layers for land contours. 

Land contours Layer name 

The line layer for contours OH 

The point layer for height information OS 

The text layer for height text OT 

5.6.1 DATA CAPTURE 

LINAGE 

The contour lines have been generated (interpolated) from a square height 
data grid with the point distance of 50 meters. 
To fit the scale range 1: 100,000, the height curves are produced with a suit-
able degree of generalization. This means that terrain formations must have 
a certain geographical size in order to be reported. 

5.6.2 MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY 

Contour lines are not updated. Height figure on contours are moved in cases 
where new objects such as roads are added and collide with existing loca-
tion. Contour line figures are moved in cases where new objects such as 
roads come to and collide with existing location. 

5.6.3 DATA QUALITY 

COMPLETENESS 

The elevation information included is contours with an equidistance dis-
tance of 10 meters, except in the mountain area where the equidistance dis-
tance is 20 m for cartographic reasons. 
Height figure on contours are reported only within the mountain area. 

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY 

Contour lines have height values. 

THEMATIC ACCURACY 

Thematic accuracy is not relevant for contours. 

POSITIONAL ACCURACY 

Contour lines show a visual height position, so positional accuracy is not 
relevant. 
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5.6.4 OH LINE LAYER WITH CONTOURS 

Table 46. Contents in OH line layer for contours. 

Layer name Category code Description 

OH_xxxx 560 Contours 

OH_xxxx 583 Depression 

OH_xxxx 598 Cutting 

Table 47. Set of attributes in OH line layer with contours. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.6.5 OS POINT LAYER WITH HEIGHT INFORMATION 

Symbols for height information. 
Table 48. Contents in OS point layer with height information. 

Layer name Category code Description 

OH_xxxx 560 Contours 

OH_xxxx 583 Depression 

OH_xxxx 598 Cutting 

Table 49. Set of attributes in OS point layer with height information. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

3 SRIKT Decimal 6,2 Decimal 6,2 Orientation 
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5.6.6 OT TEXT LAYER WITH HEIGHT TEXT 

The height text supplied with contours. Only available for mountain areas. 
Table 50. Contents in OT text layer with height text. 

Layer name Category code Description 

OT_xxxx 95 Height figure on contour (BR) 

OT_xxxx 99 Height figure on contour (BR) 

Table 51. Attributes in OT text layer with height text. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Type 
ArcInfo 

Length 
ArcInfo 

Description 

1 TEXT Text 40 Text 40 Text 40 Text string 

2 KKOD Integer 5 Integer 5 Integer 5 Category code 

3 KATE-
GORI 

Text 50 Text 50 Text 50 Category code in 
clear text 

4 TJUST Integer 1 Integer 1 Integer 1 Text anchor point 
(1–9). Anchor 
point in decimal 
point. 
Figure 5. Figure 
showing nine possi-
ble anchor points for 
text. 

 

5 TSPARR Integer 3 Integer 3 Integer 3 Text spacing in 
percentage of 
length of original 
string (0-100 %) 

6 TRIKT Decimal 6.2 Decimal 6.2 Decimal 6,2 Orientation of the 
text (0-360 anti-
clockwise) 
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5.7 Other 
The Other theme contains seven layers. 
Ancient sites and monuments are reported in full in the Swedish National 
Heritage Board's (RAÄ) system, FMIS. In this product there is a carto-
graphic selection of these in the layer for ancient sites and monuments. An-
cient sites and monuments are protected by the Cultural Environment Act 
(1988: 950) and have automatic protection even if they have not been dis-
covered or registered. 
Geodesy information are provided in two different layers. 
Transmission lines is reported in one layer. 
Information about nature conservation are provides in two layers. These 
contain various types of regulations and restrictions that have been added to 
preserve the landscape. 
Information about military zones are provided in one layer. 
Table 52. Layers in other. 

Other Layer name 

Point layer with symbols for ancient sites and monuments FS 

Line layer with geodesy GL 

Point layer with geodesy GS 

Line layer with electricity transmission lines KL 

Line layer with nature conservation NL 

Point layer with symbols for nature conservation NS 

Line layer with military zones QL 

5.7.1 DATA CAPTURE 

LINAGE 

For original data capture, see chapter 2.2.1. 
Ancient sites and monuments 
Most of the ancient sites and monuments that are reported have been added 
according to a selection from the Swedish National Heritage Board (RAÄ). 
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Geodesy 
The Arctic Circle is a line representing the North Middle Arctic Circle. It is 
mathematically generated. 
Elevations points are reported after a certain selection, consisting of un-
marked points or water surfaces measured by levelling. Height-determined 
water surface shall apply to mean water levels. In regulated water, the high-
est and lowest water levels are stated. Information originally comes from 
Lantmäteriet's geodetic archive and older map material as well as editorial 
collection on regulated water from SMHI. 
Electricity transmission lines 
Updating of power lines is carried out in collaboration with the electricity 
companies in Sweden. Lantmäteriet updates power lines from the electricity 
companies’ documentation, and with some help of aerial image interpreta-
tion. 
Nature conservation 
Information on nature conservation areas is obtained through collaboration 
with the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency. The Swedish Environ-
mental Protection Agency in turn receives information from each county ad-
ministrative board. The areas have been digitized by the county administra-
tive boards using existing real property boundaries and aerial photographs. 
New nature conservation areas are measured in the field using GPS, but 
some of the older areas have also been measured using other high accuracy 
measurement methods or GPS. 
Military zones 
Older decisions on boundary lines for military zones have been digitized 
from paper maps. Some updating has been carried out using information 
from the Swedish Fortifications Agency, among other sources. A thorough 
establishment of boundary lines has been carried out between 2011 and 
2017 for those military zones which are still used by the Swedish Armed 
Forces. 

5.7.2 MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY 

ANCIENT SITES AND MONUMENTS 

Ancient sites and monuments are not updated. 

GEODESY 

The Arctic Circle is updated approximately every five years. and is calcu-
lated mathematically. 
Elevation points are not updated. 
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ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION LINES 

Electricity companies deliver information on power lines to Lantmäteriet 
every two years, where it is used as a basis for updating. Information is 
added to the maps with the help of orthophoto. This is done through the 
work method event-driven updating in the Road Map. 
Deviations are corrected periodically using image interpretation by 
Lantmäteriet. 

NATURE CONSERVATION 

Nature conversation is updated through the work method event-driven up-
dating. 
The date of decision and further information is kept by the Swedish Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency. 

MILITARY ZONES 

Military zone is updated through the work method event-driven updating. 

5.7.3 DATA QUALITY 

COMPLETENESS 

Ancient sites and monuments 
Ancient sites and monuments are reported in full in the Swedish National 
Heritage Board's (RAÄ) system for ancient remains information, FMIS. 
This product contains a cartographic selection of these. 
Lantmäteriet retrieves information from the Swedish National Heritage 
Board. Ancient remains can be found without being reported on the map. 
The completeness is high based on the selection in the Road Map. 
Geodesy 
The Arctic Circle has high completeness. 
The completeness of elevation points follows selection. 
Electricity transmission lines 
Completeness of information on national transmission lines is high. Com-
pleteness is not as high for regional transmission lines. Due to cartographic 
generalization, completeness may be lower. Underground transmission lines 
are not presented. 
Telephone lines are only reported in the mountain area. 
Nature conservation 
The areas have very high completeness and are presented in accordance 
with the decision of the County Administrative Board. 
Smaller enclaves within nature reserves are not reported. 

https://skyddadnatur.naturvardsverket.se/
https://skyddadnatur.naturvardsverket.se/
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Military zones 
The completeness of military zones varies. An increase in the quality of the 
areas is made together with the Armed Forces. 

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY 

Ancient sites and monuments 
The objects are independent objects that are not connected to any other ob-
jects. 
Geodesy 
The Arctic Circle are an independent line object that are not connected to 
any other objects. 
Elevation points are independent objects that are not connected to any other 
objects. 
Electricity transmission lines 
Due to cartographic generalization, it is not possible to set any requirements 
for logical consistency. 
Nature conservation 
Nature conservation boundaries are area boundaries that individually form 
closed areas (the boundaries are handled as lines, not as polygons). 
In the Road Map, topology checks are made after each change of nature 
conservation areas to find lines that are not correctly connected to each 
other. 
Within the area group, there is a hierarchical order for the various bounda-
ries. 
The order within the group is as follows: 
1. National Park 
2. Nature reserve 
3. Cultural reserve 
4. Animal protection area 

Military zones 
Military zones are independent objects that are not connected to any other 
objects. 
In the Road Map, topology checks are made after each change of nature 
conservation areas to find lines that are not correctly connected to each 
other. 
Military boundaries are area boundaries that individually form closed areas 
(the boundaries are handled as lines, not as polygons). 
Within the group, there is a hierarchical order for the various boundaries, so 
that no single boundary within the area group overlaps. The order within the 
group is as follows: 
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1. Military firing range 
2. Military training area 

THEMATIC ACCURACY 

Ancient sites and monuments 
The thematic accuracy is high. 
Geodesy 
The thematic accuracy is high. 
Electricity transmission lines 
The thematic accuracy is high. 
Nature conservation 
The thematic accuracy is high. 
Military zones 
An increase in the quality of the areas is made together with the Armed 
Forces. 
Thematic accuracy is not relevant for contours. 

POSITIONAL ACCURACY 

Ancient sites and monuments 
The position accuracy of the objects varies due to cartographic generaliza-
tion. 
Geodesy 
The polar circle is calculated mathematically. 
When editing an elevation point, only the text linked to the point is moved, 
never the symbol itself. 
Electricity transmission lines 
The position accuracy varies due to cartographic generalization. 
Nature conservation 
The position accuracy varies due to cartographic generalization. 
Military zones 
The position accuracy varies due to cartographic generalization. 
The boundary lines in the map show an approximate location of where in 
the terrain the boundary of a firing range or a training area is located. It is 
always the Armed Forces' posted signs in the terrain that determine where 
the actual border is. 
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5.7.4 FS POINT LAYER WITH SYMBOLS FOR ANCIENT SITES AND MONU-
MENTS 

Contains symbols for ancient sites and monuments. 
Table 53. Contents in FS point layer with symbols for ancient sites and monuments. 

Layer name Category code Description 

FS_xxxx 746 Ruin 

FS_xxxx 751 Mine shaft open pit 

FS_xxxx 773 Ancient sites and monuments, information 
symbol 

Table 54. Set of attributes in FS point layer with symbols for ancient sites and monuments. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

3 SRIKT Decimal 6,2 Decimal 6,2 Orientation 

5.7.5 GL LINE LAYER WITH GEODESY 

Contains lines for the shape and form of Earth. 
Table 55. Contents in GL line layer with geodesy. 

Layer name Category code Description 

GL_xxxx 921 Arctic Circle 

Table 56. Set of attributes in GL line layer with geodesy. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 
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5.7.6 GS POINT LAYER WITH GEODESY 

Contains symbols for the size and shape of Earth. 
Table 57. Contents in GS point layer with geodesy. 

Layer name Category code Description 

GS_xxxx 825 Elevation point 

Table 58. Set of attributes in GS point layer with geodesy. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

5.7.7 KL LINE LAYER WITH ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION LINES 

Contains lines for electricity power transmission lines. 
Table 59. Contents in KL line layer with electricity transmission lines. 

Layer name Category code Description 

KL_xxxx 2530 Telephone line 

KL_xxxx 2611 Power transmission line, main 

KL_xxxx 2612 Power transmission line, regional 

KL_xxxx 2614 Power transmission line, distribution 

KL_xxxx 2618 Power transmission line, main and regional in 
same corridor 

Table 60. Set of attributes in KL line layer with electricity transmission lines. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 
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5.7.8 NL LINE LAYER WITH NATURE CONSERVATION 

Contains lines for nature conservancy. 
Table 61. Contents in NL line layer with nature conservation. 

Layer name Category code Description 

NL_xxxx 11 National park 

NL_xxxx 12 Nature reserve 

NL_xxxx 54 National park, boundary coinciding with other 
boundary 

NL_xxxx 55 Nature reserve, boundary coinciding with 
other boundary 

NL_xxxx 56 Other reserves, boundary coinciding with 
other boundary 

NL_xxxx 57 Wildlife sanctuary, boundary coinciding with 
other boundary 

NL_xxxx 70 Nature reserve, centre line 

NL_xxxx 72 Wildlife sanctuary 

NL_xxxx 73 Cultural reserve 

NL_xxxx 74 Cultural reserve, boundary coinciding with 
other boundary 

NL_xxxx 79 Nature reserve, centre line coincides with 
other line 

NL_xxxx 98 Cross-country vehicles prohibited in area 

NL_xxxx 9953 Cross-country vehicles not allowed in area 
during certain periods 

Table 62. Set of attributes in NL line layer with nature conservation. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 
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5.7.9 NS POINT LAYER WITH SYMBOLS FOR NATURE CONSERVATION 

Contains symbols for nature conservations. 
Table 63. Contents in NS point layer with symbols for nature conservation. 

Layer name Category code Description 

NS_xxxx 781 Natural monument of biological interest 

NS_xxxx 782 Natural monument of geological interest 

Table 64. Set of attributes in NS point layer with symbols for nature conservation. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 

3 SRIKT Decimal 6,2 Decimal 6,2 Orientation 

5.7.10 QL LINE LAYER WITH MILITARY ZONES 

Contains lines for military areas. 
Table 65. Contents in QL line layer with military zones. 

Layer name Category code Description 

QL_xxxx 17 Military firing range/artillery range 

QL_xxxx 59 Military firing range/artillery range, boundary 
coinciding with other boundary 

QL_xxxx 58 Military training area, boundary coinciding 
with other boundary  

QL_xxxx 96 Military training area 

Table 66. Set of attributes in QL line layer with military zones. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Description 

1 KKOD Decimal 5,0 Integer 5 Category code 

2 KATEGORI Text 50 Text 50 Description of category code 
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5.8 Place names and information text 
This theme of the Road Map provides information about place names and 
information text e.g. buildings, facilities, road numbers, nature conservation 
and military areas. 
The place names presented in the Road Map are normative, reviewed and 
determined by the place name authority at the National Land Survey. 
Table 67. Layers for place names and information text. 

Place names Layer name 

Text TX 

Text, points TX 

Text, lines TL 

5.8.1 DATA CAPTURE 

LINAGE 

Place names 
The collection of place names began during the production of the Economic 
map in the 1930s. Place names established by Lantmäteriet have also been 
collected through field work with records, in which the local population 
have passed on information. The names have subsequently been checked by 
place name experts and compared to records in the place name archives in 
Uppsala, Gothenburg and Lund. 
Since the field work was completed in 2005, collaboration between the vari-
ous authorities and municipalities has become a major part of the current 
collection of place names for basic data at Lantmäteriet. 
Place names established by the government, county administrative boards or 
municipalities are delivered as attributes to objects via collaboration agree-
ments. These place names are scrutinised by Lantmäteriet’s place names 
unit before they are published. 
Information text 
Information text is presented based on a list of information text that has 
changed over time. The purpose of the information text is to give the data or 
map user further information on matters of public interest. 

5.8.2 MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY 

Place names and information text are continuously updated, place names by 
name decisions and information text by ongoing updating of topographical 
objects. 
Text coming in through collaboration is updated at the delivery time for 
each object. 
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5.8.3 DATA QUALITY 

COMPLETENESS 

Some cartographic generalization takes place, otherwise the place name and 
information text have high completeness and are nationwide. In minority ar-
eas place names are also presented in Finnish, Meänkieli and Sami. 

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY 

Place names and information text that is printed as cartographic text have no 
connection to the objects that the text refers to. 
Information texts are independent texts which cannot be linked to an object. 

THEMATIC ACCURACY 

The thematic accuracy is high. 

POSITIONAL ACCURACY 

Place names and information text are laid out as cartographic texts, so posi-
tional accuracy is not relevant. 

5.8.4 DELIVERY FORMAT FOR TEXT 

Contains cartographically placed text and is delivered either in two layers in 
Shape format and one layer in ArcInfo Coverage format or in two layers in 
MapInfo format: 
Table 68. Text layer in Shape-
format. 

Shape 

Point layer (TX) 

Line layer (TL) 

Table 69. Text layer in ArcInfo-
coverage-format. 

ArcInfo Coverage 

Text layer (TX) 

Table 70. Text layer in 
MapInfo-format. 

MapInfo 

Text layer (TX) 

Point-/line layer (TG) 

The placing of point text depends on the text string’s anchor point. The text 
has been created starting from this point.  For MapInfo, the point has been 
placed so that text position 1 (lower left-hand corner) can be used for all 
texts. 
Line texts are defined by the centre line of the string. The length of the line 
is the same as the length the text will have in production. This is only partly 
the case for snaking text. 
Texts that lie within the delivered area will be included in the delivery irre-
spective of whether their anchor points lie within or outside the area. In this 
way, you will always receive the same number of texts. 
All text layers also come GIS-enabled where hyphenate text, which would 
otherwise come in two or more points, are written together into a coherent 
string of text in one point. These layers come in the folder gistext. 
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The texts are presented on printed maps with the following styles: 
Table 71. Fonts. 

Font 1 Swiss 721 roman 

Font 2 Swiss 721 light (thin) 

Font 4 Swiss 721 light italic (thin/italic) 

Font 5 Swiss 721 roman italic (italic) 

Font 9 Swiss 721 bold (bold) 

Table 72. Contents in text layer. 

Layer name Category 
code 

Description Text 
colour 

Font Size/ 
points 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 1 Built-up area, size 
classification = 1 

Black 1 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 2 Built-up area, size 
classification = 2 

Black 1 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 3 Built-up area, size 
classification = 3 

Black 1 08 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 4 Built-up area, size 
classification = 4 

Black 1 10 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 5 Locality 200 - 1999 
inhabitants 

Black 9 10 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 7 Locality 2 000 - 9 999 
inhabitants. 

Black 9 12 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 8 Locality 10 000 - 49 999 
inhabitants. 

Black 9 14 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 9 Locality 50 000 or more 
inhabitants. 

Black 9 16 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 11 Part of built-up area, size 
classification = 1 

Black 1 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 12 Part of built-up area, size 
classification = 2 

Black 1 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 13 Part of built-up area, size 
classification = 3 

Black 1 10 
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Layer name Category 
code 

Description Text 
colour 

Font Size/ 
points 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 15 Palace Black 1 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 17 Church, size classification = 1 Black 1 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 18 Church, size classification = 2 Black 1 09 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 21 Station Black 1 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 22 Military establishment Black 9 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 24 Airport, size classification = 1 Black 1 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 25 Airport, size classification = 2 Black 1 09 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 27 Other facility, size 
classification = 1 

Black 1 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 28 Other facility, size 
classification = 2 

Black 1 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 41 Proclaimed nature area, size 
classification = 1 

Black 5 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 42 Proclaimed nature area, size 
classification = 2 

Black 5 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 43 Proclaimed nature area, size 
classification = 3 

Black 5 09 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 44 Proclaimed nature area, size 
classification = 4 

Black 5 12 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 45 Proclaimed nature area, size 
classification = 5 

Black 5 14 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 51 Natural feature, terrain and 
marshland, size classification 
= 1 

Black 5 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 52 Natural feature, terrain and 
marshland, size classification 
= 2 

Black 5 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 53 Natural feature, terrain and 
marshland, size classification 
= 3 

Black 5 08 
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Layer name Category 
code 

Description Text 
colour 

Font Size/ 
points 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 54 Natural feature, terrain and 
marshland, size classification 
= 4 

Black 5 10 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 55 Natural feature, terrain and 
marshland, size classification 
= 5 

Black 5 12 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 56 Natural feature, terrain and 
marshland, size classification 
= 6 

Black 5 14 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 57 Natural feature, terrain and 
marshland, size classification 
= 7 

Black 5 16 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 58 Natural feature, terrain and 
marshland, size classification 
= 8 

Black 5 20 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 61 Informatory text, size 
classification = 1 

Black 4 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 62 Informatory text, size 
classification = 2 

Black 4 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 63 Informatory text, size 
classification = 3 

Black 4 09 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 64 Informatory text, size 
classification = 4 

Black 4 12 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 65 Informatory text, size 
classification = 5 

Black 4 14 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 71 Lighthouse Black 1 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 76 Elevation value, land Black 4 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 77 Elevation value, water surface Black 4 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 78 National boundary cairn Black 1 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 79 Road number Black 9 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 81 Natural feature name, size 
classification = 1 

Blue 5 06 
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Layer name Category 
code 

Description Text 
colour 

Font Size/ 
points 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 82 Natural feature name, size 
classification = 2 

Blue 5 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 83 Natural feature name, size 
classification = 3 

Blue 5 08 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 84 Natural feature name, size 
classification = 4 

Blue 5 10 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 85 Natural feature name, size 
classification = 5 

Blue 5 12 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 86 Natural feature name, size 
classification = 6 

Blue 5 14 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 87 Natural feature name, size 
classification = 7 

Blue 5 16 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 88 Natural feature name, size 
classification = 8 

Blue 5 20 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 101 District name, size classifica-
tion = 1 

Black 2 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 102 District name, size classifica-
tion = 2 

Black 2 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 103 District name, size classifica-
tion = 3 

Black 2 09 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 104 District name, size classifica-
tion = 4 

Black 2 12 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 105 District name, size classifica-
tion = 5 

Black 2 14 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 172 Glacier, size classification = 1 Blue 4 06 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 173 Glacier, size classification = 2 Blue 4 07 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 174 Glacier, size classification = 3 Blue 4 08 

TX_xxxx, TL_xxxx, TG_xxxx 175 Glacier, size classification = 4 Blue 4 10 
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Table 73. Set of attributes in text layer. 

No. Attribute Type 
shape 

Length 
shape 

Type 
MapInfo 

Length 
MapInfo 

Type 
ArcInfo 

Length 
ArcInfo 

Description 

1 TEXT Text 40 Text 40 Text 40 Text string 

2 KKOD Integer 5 Integer 5 Integer 5 Category code 

3 KATE-
GORI 

Text 50 Text 50 Text 50 Category code in 
clear text 

4 TJUST Integer 1 Integer 1 Integer 1 Text anchor point 
(1–9). Anchor 
point in decimal 
point. 
Figure 6. Figure 
showing nine possi-
ble anchor points for 
text. 

 

5 TSPARR Integer 3 Integer 3 Integer 3 Text spacing in 
percentage of 
length of original 
string (0-100 %) 

6 TRIKT Decimal 6.2 Decimal 6.2 Decimal 6,2 Orientation of the 
text (0-360 anti-
clockwise) 

  

Lantmäteriet, TELEFON 0771-63 63 63 E-POST lantmateriet@lm.se WEBBPLATS www.lantmateriet.se 
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Appendix 1: Recommended plotting sequence of the 
layers 
Following plotting sequence is suggested, irrespective of software. When 
ArcMap is used the layers can be linked to the accompanying LYR-file. The 
LYR-file governs the plotting sequence and within which scale intervals the 
layers are shown. 
Table 74. Proposed drawing arrangement of layers. 

Description of layer Layer 
name 

Geometry Scale range in the 
LYR file 

Turned 
on 

Place-names and informatory text, carto-
graphic 

TX Text 1:100 050 and larger X 

Contour text, cartographic OT Text 1:100 050 and larger X 

Place-names and informatory text TX Point 1: 100 050 and smaller  

Place-names and informatory text TL Line All scales  

Contour text OT Point 1:100 050 and larger  

Administrative symbols AS Point All scales X 

Road symbols VS Point 1:250 050 and larger X 

Railway symbols JS Point 1:100 050 and larger X 

Symbols for buildings BS Point 1:100 050 and larger X 

Nature conservancy, symbols NS Point 1:100 050 and larger X 

Ancient sites and monuments, symbols FS Point 1:100 050 and larger X 

Depressions, hachured OS Point All scales X 

Geodesy symbols GS Point All scales  

Administrative boundaries AL Line All scales X 

Geodesy GL Line All scales X 

Electric transmission lines KL Line 1:250 050 and larger X 

Roads VL Line All scales X 

Railways JL Line All scales X 
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Building, edge line BL Line 1:100 050 and larger X 

Nature conservation NL Line 1:100 050 and larger X 

Military zone QL Line 1:100 050 and larger X 

Built-up areas BY Polygon All scales X 

Contours OH Line 1:100 050 and larger X 

Other roads (paths and trails) VO Line 1:100 050 and larger X 

Hydrography HL Line 1:100 050 and larger X 

Land type, limiting lines ML Line 1:100 050 and larger X 

Built-up areas MB Polygon All scales  

Marshland MS Polygon All scales  

Water MV Polygon All scales  

Other land types MO Polygon All scales  

Bare limestone MZ Polygon 1:100 050 and larger  

Land types, all MY Polygon All scales X 
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Appendix 2: Presentation of place-names in Saami 
Figure 7. Map image of the distribution of Sami language areas. 
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Appendix 3: List of Sami characters 
Table 75. Codes for Sami characters in ISO 8859-10. 

Character ISO 8859-10 

 193 

 225 

 170 

 186 

 200 

 232 

 172 

 188 

 169 

 185 

 175 

 191 

 187 

 171 

 203 

 235 

 209 

 241 
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Appendix 4: Examples of roads 
Example of major streets 
Those roads in localities that are municipal link roads, and which are shown 
on the map with the road plotting style, have been coded as 5045 (major 
street). 
Figure 8. Municipal link roads. 
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